Guidelines for authors
POSTER
Dear presenters of a poster contribution!
We are very happy that you will present a poster at the EWCPS2017. You have been selected
according to the importance of your abstract and your expertise.
The poster sessions are organized according to thematic areas of the conference.
The first poster session will be on Tuesday and the second poster session will be on
Thursday.
Tuesday poster session:
Posters should be mounted by Sunday 19th February ,18:00.
Posters can be removed starting from Tuesday 21st, 19:30 and have to be removed by
Wednesday 22nd, 08:30.
Thursday poster session:
Posters can be mounted from Tuesday 21st, 19:30 and should be mounted by Wednesday
22nd, 09:00.
Posters can be removed from Friday 24th, 13:30 and have to be removed by Friday 24th,
16:00.
Poster format:
Poster sizes are A0 PORTRAIT Please follow general rules for poster presentations. Please
avoid lengthy texts. Make the posters as attractive as possible.
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Poster in my pocket:
NOTE: the posters will be presented on-line via the app ‘poster in my pocket’. Each poster
presenter is obliged to upload his or her poster to the app. All authors are obliged to display
their posters as pdf-file in the mobile App ‘posterinmypocket’ provided by Elsevier.
If you have specific reasons for not uploading and providing your poster, you are obliged to
upload a graphical abstract of your poster. The posters should be uploaded between Friday
17th, 2017, 08:00 and Monday 20th, 08:00.
How does it work?
1.) Create an account: http://m.posterinmypocket.com
2.) Once registered, you need to update your profile in ‘posterinmypocket’ in order to
appear as author of your poster.
3.) Go to: ‘My Posters’
4.) Go to ‘upload poster’
5.) Insert the title, select the European Winter Conference on Plasma Spectrochemistry
(EWCPS2017), type in a description (abstract), email(s) of attending author(s) and a
pdf-file (not exceeding 10 MB in space)
6.) Create poster
The posters will then be on display in the app ‘posterinmypocket’, that everyone can
download free of charge. The users can view your posters and can get into direct contact
with you.
Poster attraction:
Poster authors are invited to provide some sweets, snacks or drinks typical for their country
or related to their research in order to attract conference participants.
In case of any questions, please do not hesitate to be in contact with us.
With best greetings and looking forward to meeting you in Sankt Anton
Thomas and Johanna
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